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                                         Meeting Minutes 

 

A meeting of HSCF GC was held through the conference call on Jun 
14, 2020. It began at 10:00 AM and was chaired by Dr. 
Sampathkumar Shanmugam. 
 

 

Attendees included: 

Dr. Sampathkumar Shanmugam 

Mr. T. Madanagopal  

Mr. Kishore Nagamandla 

Mrs. Devika Pillai 

Mr. Deepak Aggarwal 

Mr. Jayesh Khatri 

Mr. Ramasamy Ravichandran 

Dr. Srinivas Seela 

Mr. Satish Mahajan 

Mr. Balaji Kottapak 

Mr. Nandakumar Chakkingal 

Mr. Ramprasad Nitta 

Mr. Anil Sharma 

 
 
Members not in attendance included: 
 

Mr. Rajesh Dubey  

Mr. Ashish Smart 
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Approval of minutes: 
 
The agenda was unanimously approved by HSCF GC. 

 
 
 
Agenda: 
 
➢ Prayer 

➢ Call to Order 

➢ Approval of Agenda 

➢ Approval of Meeting Minutes dated May 17, 2020 

➢ President's Report 

➢ Vice President's Report 

➢ Secretary's Report 

➢ Treasurer's Report 

➢ Religious Committee's Report  

➢ Programs Committee 's Report  

➢ Communications Committee's Report  

➢ Fixed Assets Committee's Report  

➢ Maintenance Committee's Report  

➢ Education Committee's Report  

➢ Canteen Committee's Report  

➢ Social Service Committee's Report  

➢ Past President’s Report 

➢ Premier Member’s Report 

➢ Any Other Business 
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Main Motions: 
 
The motion to display stand against racism on website was 
approved. 

 
The motion to pay Mr. Vamshi’s invoice for PPP services was 
approved.  
 
The motion to send a thanking letter to Pradeep Vedi and Dev 
Sharma (all the members in their group) and Murugan group for 
the donations even during such hard times was unanimously 
approved. 
 

Discussions: 
 
Dr. Sampath talked about the youth council wanted to take a stand 
against racism. It was advised by few GC members that we can 
support individually, but we should not put anything on the temple 
website to prevent any controversy being a religious organization. 
Phase 2 of reopening is going on well and we will be moving into 
Phase 3 soon. 
 
Dr. Seela asked about how we are paying Mr. Vamsi for his PPP 
services. Mrs. Deviji said that he has sent an invoice for $3,000 
and donate back to the temple for his kid’s lifetime membership. 
Dr. Seela had concern that the amount is high and disagree with 
the invoice. 
 
 
Mr. Kishore informed that we should honor Mr. Vamsi’s invoice as 
he is donating it back to the temple by requesting lifetime 
membership for his kids. 
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Mr. Deepak also said we should honor the invoice if his services are 
agreed upon. In future, we should discuss about it with the 
volunteer or take the quote before the services are provided. 
 

There was discussion about the amount being too high for the 
services he provided. The motion to pay the Mr. Vamshi’s invoice 
was failed as we got the same number of votes to pay and not to 
pay the invoice.  
 
It was suggested that we should appreciate for his services, we can 
just go back to Mr. Vamshi and discuss with him regarding the 
amount. 
 

Dr. Sampath checked with Mr. Vamshi on Jun 18th regarding the 
GC's feelings about his fees. Mr. Vamshi noted that his charge was 
in line with what he charges for nonprofit corporations. Dr. 
Sampath emailed GC that since services have been rendered 
without a quote, we are obligated to pay the invoice. So, he casted 
his vote to break the tie and authorize Mrs. Deviji to pay the 
invoice. 
 
 
Mrs. Devi said that she sent her report to everyone and talked 
about the expense being more than the income. She suggested 
that we should try to increase the income and cut short some 
expenses. 
 
 
Dr. Sampath informed that there was a negative cash flow of 
$67,000 for the month of April. This time negative cash flow of 
$47,000. In the income was shown to be only $3000 which is 
incorrect and not accounted covid funding of over $20,000. 
Considering covid fund, the negative cash flow is around $27,00 
which is major is major improvement compare to last month. 
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Mr. Kishore informed that he has been working on the membership 
list and had a subcommittee meeting on Jun 14, 2020. He also 
mentioned that in the list of members around 100 don’t have the 

address and some spouse details were also missing. The member 
list was posted on the website and it should be completed with the 
updates by June end. 
 
Mr. Nandakumar added that a couple of new members are missing, 
and he will let Mr. Kishore know soon. He will send the complete 
list within 2 weeks. 
 
Mr. Satish suggested that the members should be given enough 

time to update the information and we should make sure that it is 
done in the given time period. Also, every month a new member 
joins, he/she should be added in meeting minutes so that it will be 
recorded permanently. 
 
Mr. Balaji brought into notice that there was some issue with the 
date of membership. However, it was confirmed that the problem 
was resolved. 
 
Mr. Jayesh submitted his report for canteen and mentioned that it 
is hard to find volunteers because of the covid 19 situation. He did 
find a couple of members ready to volunteer. The following details 
are provided By Mr. Jayesh as part of Canteen committee report. 
 
 

• Thanks to Anandkumar and the canteen staff for all the 
support they have given to me so far. 

• Now I have access to the Clover system. 
• 2019 and 2020 Reports generated for Sales and given to the 

Treasurer for review and balancing to the accounting 
records. 
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• Idli grinder machine search continues and reviewing 
compatibility, features, availability and pricing.  It costs 
about $2000 + shipping of about $200-$300. 

• Due to New York and New Jersey not open completely, 

Indian stores are not contactable – prefer to wait and then 
decide about the idli grinder. 

• Sundry kitchen purchases made such as kadai, jhara, and 
minor fixes done. 

• Due to slow sales I prefer to keep the same hours until 
activities pick up for all 3 days: Friday 6-8, Sat-Sun 10-3. 

• Reviewing various system to see if we can enable canteen 
ordering system via mobile, online ordering and Kiosk-Self-
ordering features. 

• Planning to replace canteen TV – it is too old, TV remote not 
available and does not have USB port.  My plan is to have 
wi-fi enabled 40” TV with all images to autoplay for the 
patrons.  Images to include canteen plates pictures (real 
pictures from us), pricing, catering menu, temple pictures, 
Google reviews, upcoming events, pictures from past events 
and any suggested images from you all.  I have done this at 
my store and would like to make it happen for the canteen. 

• Working with Treasury to transition to another merchant 
servicer. 

• Any changes to Clover system (if considered for 
replacement) I will consult with the technical team and the 
president for detailed discussions before making any 
decision. 

• Requesting to buy portable ($100 or less) pressure washer 
machine and have the front area of canteen to be pressure 
washed and painted with non-slip paint to allow patrons to 
sit outside and eat.  I will hold German responsible for 
ensuring the safe custody of the machine.  I have discussed 
this with him, and he has agreed to do it. 
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 Canteen Sales 

Jan 2020          $49,285.00 

Feb 2020          $39,409.00 

March 2020      $15,227.00 

April 2020         $147.00 

May 2020          $5,805.00 

June 11, 2020   $2,265.00 

Canteen staff-payroll 

$24,380 Jan to April 2020 

 
Mr. Ramprasad submitted his report and mentioned regarding the 
Indianization of the two sanctums. 2 Shilpkaris from India have got 

the visa and that they will be coming soon. He also talked about 
the Indianization of some Sanctum/picture/idol and that it would 
be completed by the Shilpkaris.  
He also mentioned that the temple anniversary function is 
postponed to July. He also said we will continue to stream all the 
pujas.  
 
Mr. Nandakumar submitted his reports and he talked about gutter 

cleaning and repair. He said that he already spoke to John and that 
he will come in a day or 2 and fix the leak and other few things 
need to be done in the auditorium. The following details are 
provided by Mr. Nandakumar as part of maintenance committee 
report. 
 

 
Maintenance Done 

• Repaired plumbing leak in WAM @2000 Lake Drive. Fixed the 
issue under the dry under tile and replace 

• Repaired damaged drywall near the kitchen at the priest 
quarters. Unclogged sink, Repair water cooler, replace gutter 
and also replaced towel rack at the Priest Quarters 
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• Replaced Garbage disposal and the light in the pantry. Also 
installed 2 shelves in the closet 

• Replaced stove in Apt 100 and repaired water leak and Temple 
A/C Filters changed 

 
  
To Be Completed 

• Lawn will be completed this week 
• Tree Trimmings aswell 
• John will fix gutter leakage next week  
• Sprinkler System to also be repaired need This week 

Pathankeji will change A/C filters at canteen and Havan Room  
 

 
 
Mr. Satish said that Mr. Anil Sharma has taken over to complete 
the fence- one is the roadside fence and the other Chinmaya side 
fence. Mr. Anil Sharma said that we have two options for fence, 
one is steel fence which is more costly and high maintenance and 
the other is Aluminum, which is low maintenance and cheaper.  
 
He said he approached four fence companies. he received the 
quote from two companies, and both are reliable. Both companies 
have given the quote which is around 17,000$ for steel fence and 
14,000$ for aluminum fence. 
 
Mr. Satish mentioned that there are two other places we can put 
fence. One is gate between Temple and Chinmaya mission. Second 
fence is priests’ quarters entrance also need fence as cars are 
parked illegally there and can be dangerous. We have decided that 
the Center drive and Chinmaya side fence is the first priority.  
  
Mr. Satish also mentioned Thiru, Vamshi and other members 
working on Patashala, need to do mold inspection and remediation 
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for the mold in the Patashala. Committee will be deciding on what 
needs to be done and will be moving forward with it. 
 
Mr. Ravi talked about the front desk system automation. He 

mentioned that  
• Mr. Kishore is working on Wild Apricot and that we can look 

for other options like Microsoft Dynamics. 
• There is a telephone issue. People are complaining that no 

one picks up when they call. So, we can look into the option 
of automated response. 

• About the streaming of all programs, we can open a YouTube 
channel to broadcast in HD mode.  

• To address the calls for booking of rooms, hall and other 

temple resources, we are working on making an online system 
to make it an easy process. 

 
Dr. Seela forwarded the CAD drawings and keys for president’s 
room. He said that he sent the expenses and other details about 
the Sanctums.  
 
Mr. Deepak reported that until May around $11,000 was collected 
from Pooja. He also mentioned that lot of donations were made for 
Covid and he is working on the donations collected from Mataji’s 
Pooja online. 
 
Mr. Madangopal talked about finishing the construction/renovation 
of Ayaapa and Murugan Sanctums. He mentioned that we received 
an estimate on the work on Sanctums. He suggested that it would 
be good idea to look at some sanctums in India and then work out 
the plan. We will get the better estimate after finalizing the 
sketches. The workers will be working during winter. The goal is to 
get the Sanctums done by the end of the year.  
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Mr. Madangopal provided information about the CHTNA 
organization that helps with how all temples work. It is a like a 
professional society for temples. All big temples are a part of the 
organization. Mr. Madangopal sharing the CHTNA information 

about the temples to all GC members. 
 
Finally, he mentioned that the By Laws and audit committee will 
soon have a meeting and the audit procedures will be discussed. 
 
 
Dr. Sampath mentioned about Murugan Sanctum drainage issue 
and the insect problems needs to be fixed first. He is expecting the 
completion of Sanctums, by the end of January 2021 and celebrate 

Ayyappa puja and Thai Pusam. Mr. Ravi asked when the Sanctum 
was built just 6 months ago, the construction company would have 
given the warranty for their construction and they should be 
responsible to fix these repairs. And we should contact them to 
take care of warranty repairs. He does not want any of the money 
to be taken from Murugan or Ayyappa’s sanctum account for these 
repairs and to make use of the warranty benefits to fix it instead. 
He wanted to reach out to the construction company and make 
them accountable to pay for the repairs. If the company do not 
agree to pay, he suggested to take the legal action against that 
company. 
 
Mr. Madan mentioned that if it is a warranty item, then whoever is 
involved in the last year construction committee they should 
provide the details of the construction company and contract 
details.  
 
Mr. Balaji also asked to provide the construction company details 
and the architect names. 
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Dr. Seela responded that he will provide all the construction 
company details / architect names and contract details to Mr. 
Madhan. 
 

 
 
Adjournment: 
 

Meeting was adjourned at 11:30 AM by Dr. Sampathkumar 

Shanmugam. 

 

  06/14/2020 

Kishore Nagamandla 

Secretary GC, HSCF 

 

 Date of approval 

 
 




